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FASHION

How to be
a ‘Copy-Kate’

This may be the most-often-seen
piece of clothing in Kate’s closet, a
one-button schoolboy-style blazer
from the upper-crust brand (about
$600). But J Crew has a similar blazer for about a third of the price: Navy
Schoolboy Blazer, $198 at jcrew.com.
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THE TEMPERLEY
LONDON ODELE COAT:

Duchess Kate fans call them “RepliKates” or “Copy-Kates.” A
number of blogs track in detail what Duchess Kate of Cambridge
wears whenever she appears in public; they also tell readers
where to find exact replicas or very similar items at lower prices
and at stores closer to home. USA TODAY’s Maria Puente
shares some of the favorite examples of Christine OBrien, founder of the American blog WhatWouldKateDo.com.
THE ENGAGEMENT
WRAP DRESS:
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THE TEMPERLEY LONDON
CUTOUT DRESS:

Kate’s most recent dress standout, worn last month to a gala
after her recovery from another
bout of morning sickness, was
Alice Temperley’s Emblem
Flare Dress (about $1,000)
with cutout panels inspired
by stained-glass ironwork and
woven from cotton-blend yarn
over a nude slip. Calvin Klein has
a similar laser-cut sheath dress:
$79.99 at lordandtaylor.com.
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THE LK BENNETT NUDE
PLATFORM PUMPS:
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KATE’S “GRACE”
DIAMOND EARRINGS:

Kate surprised everyone when she took to the
field to play a little field hockey while wearing
high-heeled black suede boots, later identified as
Aquatalia Rhumba Boots (about $700). But Vince
Camuto has a similar pair, the Emip Boots with
4-inch heels, for $198 at VinceCamuto.com.
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These round white topaz and diamond
baubles in 18-carat gold by Kiki McDonough (about $1,200) are popular with
RepliKators, OBrien says. One alternative: These cubic zirconia studs: Nadri
Cubic Zirconia Stud Earrings, $32.30
at Nordstrom.com.
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TALL SUEDE BOOTS:

8They might be the most British

THE ECCENTRIC FASCINATOR:
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items in Kate’s wardrobe: those
quirky fascinators perched on her
head, not quite a full-blown chapeau
but more than a headband. Often,
they’re meant to signal something,
like this red one by Sylvia Fletcher
in the shape of a maple leaf that
Kate wore on her visit to Canada in
2011 (Fletcher’s creations typically
go for more than $300 apiece). But
vintage website ModCloth has a
whole page of fascinators for sale
to game Americans, including this
one in rouge for a fraction of
Kate’s version: Tilt the End
of Time Fascinator, $29.99
at ModCloth.com.
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MUSIC

‘Greatest Performances,’ filled with key
moments, traces Houston’s global reach
Elysa Gardner
USA TODAY

More than two years after
Whitney Houston’s untimely
death, her first live album is seeing the light of day.
Whitney Houston Live: Her
Greatest
Performances,
out
Monday, documents the career of
the greatest pop-soul singer of
her generation, from her 1983
network TV
debut as a
teen (on The
Merv Griffin
Show) to her
2009 performance of I
Didn’t Know
My
Own
Strength —
her
from
final album,
I Look to
You, also released that
year — on
The Oprah
Winfrey Show.
Also included: Houston’s noted
rendition of The Star-Spangled
Banner from the 1991 Super Bowl,
awards and talk-show appearances, and excerpts from a series
of concerts Houston gave in
South Africa in 1994 to honor
then-president Nelson Mandela.
The album also is available as a
CD/DVD, with video footage.
“We always knew we were going to do this,” says Pat Houston,
Whitney’s sister-in-law and coexecutor of her estate. “It was just
a matter of timing.”
Performances producer Clive
Davis, who worked closely with
Houston throughout her career,
says they “never really discussed”
a live album because their emphasis was on “gathering original
songs to bring them to the
public.”

The process of putting Performances together was obviously
more “bittersweet,” says Pat
Houston, because “Whitney’s
not here ... but listening to her,
watching her on video, you
realize that this is what she was
here for. She fulfilled her purpose
with music.”
Though Pat Houston says “all
of Whitney’s performances were
hallmark performances,” she has
a few sentimental favorites. A featured recording of I Believe in You
and Me, from 2004’s 16th Annual
World Music Awards, was dedicated to Davis. In the days before
the show, Pat Houston says,
“Whitney swam and meditated,
had a few massages. She didn’t
talk. She wanted it to be perfect.
And it was.”
Both Pat and Davis cite Whitney’s medley of I Loves You, Porgy, And I Am Telling You I’m Not
Going and I Have Nothing at
1994’s American Music Awards.
“Apart from the powerful performances of her signature hits” on
Experiences, he notes, “there are
also songs she never recorded.”
Davis also was moved by the
concerts in Africa, which “her
family made available to me. I
had never seen it before, and
seeing her impact on another
culture gives you chills.”
Pat Houston hopes this first
compilation of live recordings
won’t be the last. While touring
abroad in 2010, she says, Whitney
“did an ‘unplugged’ section in her
show,’” and the singer had spoken
of doing a more acoustically inclined tour in the USA.
“We were actually talking
about it again the Thursday before she passed,” Pat says. “It’s
one of the things we had on the
table. Maybe one day we could
do a Whitney Unplugged. ... It’s
about thinking what Whitney
would have wanted, what was
dear to her heart.”
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USA TODAY BESTSELLER!

“A touching comical
saga about facing things that
go bump in the night.”—Us Weekly
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‘Whitney Live,’ a
‘bittersweet’ tribute

Pat Houston,
Whitney’s
sister-in-law
and co-executor
of her estate
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Another accessory frequently seen
on Kate, these elegant and versatile
“court” pumps by a favorite British
brand originally cost about $350. But many brands
brought out their own, including Stuart Weitzman;
they’re only slightly less expensive but come in two
other colors. Stuart Weitzman “Platswoon” Pump,
$340, StuartWeitzman.com.
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On a visit to her old school in November 2012,

“We
always
knew we
were
going to
do this.
It was
just a
matter
of
timing.”
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We know Kate owns this leather and sheepskin coat because
there are blurry paparazzi
shots of her wearing it
(about $3,750 originally).
But Via Spiga has produced
a similar coat with faux
leather and sheepskin for
way less: Via Spiga Faux Leather and Faux Fur Collar Coat,
$278 at Bloomingdales.com.
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When the long-awaited announcement of Kate Middleton’s engagement to Prince
William came in November
2010, she wore an attractive
navy-blue wrap silk dress by
the London-based brand Issa.
Instantly, the dress flashed
around the world; almost as
instantly, it sold out, even
though it cost nearly $1,000.
Soon there were many copies.
To this day, the Issa dress is still
for sale, as are even more versions. This stretch rayon jersey
dress, the New Jeanne Two by
Diane von Furstenberg, is $325
at Nordstrom.com.
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THE NAVY-BLUE
SMYTHE BLAZER:

“Nightmares! is a story about how we can accomplish
anything, as long as we are brave enough to try.”
—J ason s egel , actor and author

NightmaresNovels.com

